
TICKET
HOSTING
Say goodbye to the complications of ticketing. At The
Creative Wire, we offer a convenient ticketing system
that allows you to generate and sell tickets hassle-free.
Whether it's a physical event or a digital production, our
platform accommodates various ticket types.



Our dedicated team will help as much as possible to make your
event/show sell out for one affordable booking fee. Gain

access to a range of promotional features designed to support
your show. Plus, unlike other hosting services, it's our

incentive to promote your show and sell as many tickets as
possible. The booking fee fuels our mission to spotlight

upcoming creatives.

Your booking fee fuels our efforts to support and promote the
next wave of creatives. The proceeds we generate are

reinvested directly into the creative community, supporting
the development of fresh projects, hosting mixer events, and

organising scheduled workshops, all of which benefit the
growth within the arts. 

NO CONTRACT, NO
STRESS.
 

why
choose
the wire?



Who
we are…

Creative wire, is A brand new platform for creatives which
gives grass roots creatives here in the northwest a

platform that promotes new work for free, and connects
all creatives through the amazing features that we provide

and our amazing networking event called the mix-up,
Which connects all creatives with a night to remember!

We know how important it is for any creative to get an
audience to come to your event. This is where the creative

wire comes in so that you can concentrate your time on
perfecting your show or project instead of worrying about
the promotional side. Our aim at Creative Wire is to be the

helping hand you need to attract an audience to your
event. 



What we
offer... 

a night
 out 

inside 
the wire

Plug 
in! 

Plug 
in! 

Our team of writers and contributors works tirelessly to
bring exclusive and captivating features on a wide range

of creative individuals and their projects. From interviews
with visionary artists to in-depth articles on emerging

trends, we aim to keep you informed and inspired.

 Each week, we showcase the incredible work of talented
artists, spotlighting their unique creations, and sharing
their creative journey. We can share your journey from
start to finish. what ticket hosting service offers that? 



and
there's
more... 

Explore our advertising options across our trio of podcast
shows, each of which includes ticketed events.

Additionally, for a nominal fee, we extend the offer of a
digital programme tailored to your show, along with an
exclusive post-show Q&A session featuring our hosts. 

Reach out to us for a personalised quote. We're
committed to ensuring your show or event leaves a lasting

impression, and we're eager to play a meaningful role in
your journey to the stage.



all this
support
for... 

For a mere 6% along with a 20p administration fee, you
have the flexibility to either include the booking fee in the

ticket price or pass it on to your customers.  

What sets us apart from other ticket-hosting services is
our genuine commitment to ensuring your show's success.
To be frank, our compensation hinges on ticket sales. Your
booking fee directly supports us, allowing us to continue
doing what we're passionate about—spotlighting creative

individuals like yourself!



We handle the card payments with all major
payment cards accepted

Manage your audience by using our Ticket Validator
App for iOS and Android or print out door lists to
check-in ticket holders. 

Day-by-day or week-by-week analysis of your event
with sales reports

 we will support you in promoting your show
with the many features we offer. 

we make
it simple! 



connect.
promote.
sell.

plug into the wire here:
www.likemindedproductions.co.uk 

thecreativewireuk


